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Part I : Vocabulary
A .Fill in the blanks with the words given. ( there is one extra word) ( 2.5 points )
concentrate / predict / humor / floods / toes / pollution /
1. The heavy rain has caused ………………. in many parts of the country.
2. It is impossible to …………………what will happen in ten years.
3. The smoke of the cars and factories in large cities cause the ……………………of the air.
4. I can't ………………….with all that noise going on.
5. That fat boy can’t touch his …………….without bending his knees.
B. choose a correct word for each definition . (2 points)
6. state of being ashamed of sth
7. stay on the surface of a liquid such as water
8. a yellow/white material under the skin
9. a feeling of worry about sth

a. fat
b. concern
c. region
d. embarrassment
e. float
C. Which of the followings has the same relationship as the pairs given: ( 1 point )
10. coal : fuel
A. bicycle : bus
11. crust: earth
A. flood: river

B. electricity: energy

C. climate : change

D. book : library

B. tree: garden

C. skin: apple

D. fire: hot

D. Circle the odd word out.( 0.5 point )
12. Earth :

core

crust

damage

mantle

Part II : Reading Comprehension
A: Cloze passage: Fill in the blanks with words from the list below. There is one extra word. ( 3 points )
Presentation- unconfident – tapping – gestures – mood – crossing - distracting
Be aware of the habits you might have like (13)……….. your arms, leaning against a wall, or (14)……. a
pen. This might also be (15)…………..to your audience or might tell them that you are uninterested or
(16)………….
Practice your speech in front of a mirror to check your way of (17)…………… and body movements and
change them if necessary. Try many different ways to find a comfortable balance of (18)……………..to use
in front of an audience.
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B. Sentence Comprehension : Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer.( 3 points)
19. “A large number of the world’s earthquakes each year occur along the Pacific Ocean, so this is
………………….”
A. completely free of earthquakes
B. the most probable area for today’s earthquakes
C. the populated region in the world
D. where the destructive earthquakes cause no damage
20. When you are stronger and you are able to do things better, you can feel better about yourself. In
other words, exercise ……………..
A) trains your muscles and joints
B) brings more oxygen into your lungs
C) can help you feel clever
D) can make you feel proud
21. “ Just because the weather has been hot for a month or two does not mean that global warming has
arrived” It is implied from this sentence that…………………..
A. some people think that global warming has arrived
B. global warming is not important for the earth
C. global warming doesn't mean hot weather
D. some people has seen the global warming before
C. Read the following passage and choose the best answer. ( 4 points )
Passsage 1
These days many people eat convenience food. This means food which is already prepared, in packets or
cans, or often frozen. People also go to fast-food restaurants a lot, where they buy take-away meals. This
type of food is suitable in the busy, modern world, but it often contains a lot of fat or sugar. If you eat a lot of
sugar, dentists say you might get holes in your teeth. Similarly, if you eat a lot of fat, doctors will tell you
that this is bad for your heart.
Most scientists say that the best food is fresh, natural food such as fruit and vegetables. They also say that
we should cut down on the amount of fat we eat. Nowadays we eat too much oil and butter. Instead of frying
food in fat, we should lightly boil it, steam it or eat it raw, as in salads. Food which hasn't been cooked often
contains more vitamins. These vitamins are often destroyed in the process of cooking.
Of course, it is as we get older that we start to notice the effect of bad eating habits. When we're young,
we don't have to worry too much, but it's a good idea to develop good eating habits as early in life as
possible.
22. Why is uncooked food often better for us?
A) Its vitamins are not damaged
B) It has less sugar and fat
C) It is easier to eat in this busy world
D) It can be bought from fast-food restaurants
23. What is wrong with convenience food?
A) It has a lot of fat and sugar
B) It must be eaten within a short time
C) It is not properly prepared
D) It is not suitable for young people
24. What do scientists suggest people not to eat ?
A) food that is not heated
B) food cooked in water
C) food cooked in oil
D) natural food
25. The word "cut down" in line 7 is closest in meaning to………
A) concern
B) decrease
C) consume
D) supply
26. The word " it" in line 8 refers to……………
A) oil
B) butter
C) fat
D) food
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Passage 2

: ( 3 points )
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People in most parts of the world eat meat. However, in many cultures throughout history, some people
have thought it's wrong to use animals for food. People who do not eat meat are called vegetarians. Some of
the most famous philosophers were vegetarians. Buddha, the great Indian philosopher, did not eat meat.
Also, Plato, the great Greek philosopher, thought that human beings should not eat other animals, but rather
use plants for their food.
27. According to the passage,……………
A) eating meat in many cultures was thought wrong
B) eating meat was thought wrong throughout history
C) some people, throughout history, did not eat meat
D) some people, throughout history, could not eat meat
28. According to the passage, Plato believed that……………….
A) people can sometimes eat meat
B) plants should be used as food instead of meat
C) it is not necessary to eat meat
D) eating plants is more useful than eating meat
29. Which of the following words is defined in the passage?
A) philosophers
B) vegetarians
C) Plato
D) Buddha

D. Read the following passage and match each paragraph with one of the headings.
There is one extra heading. ( 3 points )
A. Use interesting and new words in your speech
B. Use an index card in your speech
C. The audience wants you to be successful
D. Use pictures to show specific points
E. The importance of pauses in speech
30…………… After you've written your speech, it can be helpful to put it on small index cards. They
are easier to carry around, and because you don't want to spend your entire time on reading your
notes, index cards will help you feel more willing to have a quick look at the cards when you open
them. But don't use index cards as a support and try to pay attention to your audience as well.
31……………..An audience is made of people who are not unlike you. They come to hear you because
you have something important to say. Also, because they don't want their time to be wasted, it's in
their best interest for you to succeed.
32. …………….If you don't include pauses, you might as well sing your audience a bedtime lullaby-the
effect will be same. While pauses are always important, it is important to have them in every occasion.
33. …………….Your speech will get very boring if you repeatedly us the same words. So use
interesting and different words and phrases and keep things new, and avoid using repetitive sentences
very often in your speech.
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Part III : Grammar
A. Choose the best answer. ( 2.5 points )
34. ………..you like it or not, you'll have to change your lifestyle.
A) since
B) as
C) whether
D) when
35. He doesn't have ………………experience as a classroom teacher.
A) so
B) such
C) enough
D) too
36. The money …………..from the bank was never found.
A) which stealing B) stolen
C) stealing
D) stole
37. The teacher made the students ……………100 new words every week.
A) learned
B) learn
C) to learn
D) learning
38. ……….she grew older , she gained in confidence.
A) Since
B) When
C) As
D) Whether
B. Combine the following sentences with the words given in parentheses. ( 1 point )
39. It was an exciting film. We watched it three times. ( such )
It was …………………………………………….
40. It was raining hard. He didn't go out today. ( since )
…………………………………………………..
C. Change the following sentence into adjective phrase. ( 0.5 point )
41. Passengers who travel on this bus buy their tickets in books.
D. Put the words in correct order to make a correct sentence. ( 1 point )
42. for – the lesson – too – was – to understand – hard - us

E. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs into the parentheses. ( 1 point )
43. You can do your shopping from home by ………………the internet. ( to use )
44. The book ………………about global warming became very popular. ( to write )

Part IV. Sentence Functions
A. Choose the correct answer. ( 1 point )
45. “ Use your nervousness to add excitement to your speech. ”
The function of this sentence is ……….
A. Restating
B. Explaining
C. Instructing
D. Defining
46. “Skull is the bony part of the head that protects the brain.”
The function of this sentence is…
A. Restating
B. Explaining
C. Instructing
D. Defining
B. Define the following word. ( 1 point )
47. Trash …………………………………………………..
Total : 30 points

GOOD LUCK: Es. Abbasi
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A: 1. floods

2. predict 3. pollution 4. concentrate 5. toes
Vocabulary

2

B: 6. D

7. E

1

C: 10. B

11. C

0.5
3

8. A

9. B

D: 12. damage
A: 13. Crossing 14. tapping
18. gestures
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B: 19. B

20. D

4.5
2.5

C: 22. A
27. A

23. A
28. B

3

D:

30. B
32. E

2.5

A:

34. C

15. distracting 16. unconfident 17. Presentation
Reading
Comprehension

21. A
24. C
29. B

25. B

26. D

31. C
33. A
35. C

36. B

37. B

38. C
Grammar

1

B: 39. It was such an exciting film that we watched it three times.
40. As it was raining hard, he didn't go out today.

0.5

C: 41. Passengers traveling on this bus buy their tickets in books.

1

D: 42. The lesson was too hard for us to understand.

1

E. 43. Using

44. Written

1

A:

45. C

46. D

1

B:

47. Trash is something that is useless and is thrown away.

30

Sentence
Functions
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Good Luck: Esmael Abbasi
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